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KARACHI: At the end of first quarter of FY19, the private sector showed greater energy with higher credit off-

take from commercial banks, indicating a positive development for the economy.

The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) reported that the private sector credit off-take during JulySeptember (up to

Sept 21) reached Rs49.21 billion compared to net debt retirement of Rs92bn in FY18.

The last fiscal year had witnessed a record high credit off-take by the private sector at Rs775bn.

The SBP in its recent publication said that it was encourage that the flow of advances to private sector has

continued to surge over the last few years. During the first half of CYl8, private sector financing has increased by

another 9.5 per cent.

Over the last few years, the growth in advances has picked up, enhancing their share in the overall asset base.

The momentum continued during the 1HCY18 with 12.3pc growth in gross advances, accounting for 93.3pc of

the overall period increase in assets.

The SBP`s latest report showed that the government has shifted its entire burden of borrowing to the central
bank while retiring debts accumulated through commercial banks. During 1QFY19, it borrowed Rs1.3 trillion

from the SBP while it retired Rs1.2tr to the commercial banks.

This retirement of government debt helped build banks` deposits, creating more space for the private sector to
borrow.

With a healthy increase in advances and moderation in deposits growth, the `advances to deposit` ratio improved

to 53.1pc in 1HCY18 from 48.7pc in 1HCY17 and 47pc in 1HCY16.

Disaggregated analysis of sector-wise flow of advances in the first half of 2018 shows that energy sector posted

the highest financing demand from both private (up 12.8pc) and public sectors (26.7pc).

In private sector, the higher flow of advances is largely on account of two key reasons. First, energy supply

produced by coal, high-speed diesel (HSD), residual furnace oil (RFO), gas, and re-gasified liquefied natural gas

(RLNG) improved by 20.1pc in 1HCY18.

The rising energy prices also translate into higher cost of production. This, coupled with substantially greater flow

of advances to public sector energy projects and increase in circular debt, raised the overall financing to energy

sector by 19.4pc during 1HCY18.

In 1QFY19, the credit for public sector also jumped to Rs49.3bn against a net debt retirement of Rs26bn in

same period last year.
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